Publicity

The Fabric of Manchester
range of greetings cards, a
Renaissance NW-funded
project covering Manchester
and Salford museums,
libraries and galleries, are
now on sale in the Library
and in the other 14 venues.
This provides excellent free
publicity for our collections,
as well as income.
Some of the interviews in
Ken Loach’s ‘Spirit of 45’
were filmed at the Library,
which received a credit in
the film when it was
released in March 2013.

The 24 oil paintings in the Library collection have been
professionally photographed and have appeared on
the Public Catalogue Foundation’s Web site ‘Your
Paintings’, hosted by the BBC. This aims to show the
entire UK national collection of oil paintings. We were
also asked to write a piece about our pictures which
appeared in the June PCF Newsletter, which has an
online readership of 8,000.

A little sweet and sour

On the sweet side the
Library’s finances are in a
very healthy position with a
balance at the end of the
year of £652,500.

Our total income for 20122013 was £270,808, of which
£56,253 was from donations,
£26,872 Salford Council grant, and £26,044 interest
earned from our investments.

The other significant, but not regular income was £131,727
bequested by the late Peter McCourt. Our outgoings were
£128,079 giving us a net increase from the previous year
of £142,729.
On the sour side, if we were to exclude Peter’s bequest
and up front and spoken for £18,340 grant funding we see
that our income drops to £120,741, which is £7,337 less
than our expenditure.

So our outgoings exceed our income. In total we took
£33,382 from reserves last year. A similar figure is likely to
be repeated this coming year, compounded by a further
reduction of £4,000 in the City Council’s grant.
On one level our accounts look healthy but we can’t keep
dipping into reserves for ever before they dry up.

Conclusion

The Trustees wish to record their gratitude to the staff, volunteers, friends and all our active supporters for their contribution to
the ongoing work of the Library and for ensuring that we continue to be fresh and innovative whilst continuing to maintain high
professional standards.

We are grateful for the generous response to our fundraising appeals which has enabled us to meet the second year of cuts in
our grant from Salford City Council with only a modest contribution from reserves. However we have to raise more to cover
the planned cut next year and those which will inevitably follow until we have a Government with more equable policies.

Above all, we wish to express our strong commitment to do everything in our power to ensure the long-term future and
continuing development of the unique, priceless collection we hold in trust.
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Introduction

It is heartening to report significant progress in the year under review despite the impact of on-going cuts in the Library’s grant from
Salford City Council. The award of funding for two new projects has further raised the Library’s public profile as well as enabling the
appointment of additional members of staff and the expansion and training of volunteers. There has been a substantial increase in the
number of readers, extension in the use of social and other media, and achievement in meeting the key areas of the Library’s
Development Plan for 2012.

However, the rate of increase in income from donations has slowed indicating the need to keep our fundraising strategies under review.

Volunteers

In addition to the new
volunteers who are
participating in the ‘Invisible
Histories’ Project we have a
full complement of 50
volunteers in the Library. Sadly in
these difficult times, we continue
to have a waiting list of people
seeking work experience. Our
volunteers undertake a huge
range of tasks, from welcoming
visitors or creating exhibitions to
digitising tapes or adding
indexing terms to books to make
them more findable on our
catalogue.

Heritage Lottery Fund –
‘Invisible Histories’ project

In June the Library was awarded £35,000 for an 18month project which involves collecting the oral
histories of people who worked in three ‘lost’ Salford
workplaces: Richard Haworth’s cotton mill, Ward
and Goldstone’s electrical engineering company,
and Agecroft Colliery. 20 volunteers were trained to
interview people who had been employed in the
three workplaces, and recordings of those
interviews are being augmented by material from
our own and other local collections to make visible
the stories of Salford’s working lives. By completion
of the project it is planned that a podcast will be
developed by a group of local young people in the
spirit of Ewan
MacColl’s 1950s
Radio Ballads, an
exhibition will be
held in the Library,
and edited
recordings will be
available on the
‘listening station’ in
the hall and on our
Web site.

Usage Of The Library

A cause for celebration is the
Increase in reader numbers
major increase in reader
numbers – up from 417 in 2011
(and a similar 374 in 2010) to
672 during 2012, with totals for
the first quarter of 2013 also
staying high. The amount of
material now visible to the world
via our online catalogue means
readers are requesting to see
large numbers of obscure items
previously hidden away, maybe in the cellar or attic. It is pleasing to see so
many different aspects of our collection being used so thoroughly by such a wide
range of people – from youth theatre groups to academics from Japan, and from
Catalan school students to community arts practitioners.

We gave over 200 people tours of the Library in 2012, and over 700 people
came to Library events during 2012, up 20% on the previous year.

Esmee Fairbairn
Collections Fund

Social
Media

1,350 people now
receive the Library’s enewsletter. Our
Facebook ‘likes’ have
risen to nearly 2,200
and there are over
1,200 followers on
Twitter. Our recreation
on Twitter of the Kinder
Scout Mass Trespass
to mark its 80th
anniversary attracted a
lot of interest from
ramblers and others.

‘Uncovering Ideas Worth
Fighting For’ project

In September the Esmée Fairbairn Collections
Fund awarded the People’s History Museum and
the Library £47,000 for a partnership project –
‘Uncovering Ideas Worth Fighting For’ - which is
starting to make links between the collections of
the People’s History Museum, the Labour History
Archive and ourselves. A project co-ordinator
was appointed for 20 months to identify and flag
up complementary materials to help people to
know more about the three collections and be
enthused to investigate them further. He has
made an excellent start in unearthing gems from
the Library’s collection. A label for a Socialist
Sunday School banner recently put on display at
the People’s History Museum encourages
visitors to come to WCML and see our own East
Bradford Socialist Sunday School banner, and a
QR code sends visitors with
smartphones directly to our
Web site to read more about it.

Raising The Profile
of the Library

Other Developments

Invitations to the Library to take part in external events and
projects continue to increase, indicating that our public profile
is higher than ever. Visitors arriving as readers and attending
events report a wide range of places where they have heard
about us, some from leaflets, others maybe from an online
listing, our own Web site, increasingly from Twitter, or - still
important - by word of mouth. This indicates that we need to
maintain our existing forms of communication as well as
keeping up-to-date with new ones.

Exhibition highlights

From April to June we held a joint exhibition
with the University of Salford featuring the
work of Albert Adams, a South African
artist. The exhibition featured Adams’s
powerful, disturbing responses to atrocities
in South Africa, Darfur and Iraq.

In July, Jen Morgan’s Radical Jubilee
provided a welcome alternative view of
past jubilees.

In September,
Mike Carter, our
much valued
graphic artist,
presented Snap!:
my life in the
WCML, his
personal view of
the Library’s
collections.

In November Veronica Trick and Chris
Clayton created Jubilee House to celebrate
the 25th anniversary of the Library’s arrival
in Salford.

Artists Ruth Beale and Amy Feneck were awarded an Arts
Council grant to work with the Library. Their work to date
includes an exhibition, based around materials borrowed from
the Library, at Jerwood Space in London - Now I Gotta Reason
focused on art production as a useful and productive activity.

Photo digitisation pilot – thanks to the offer of space in the
University of Salford’s digital repository we undertook a test run
digitising high resolution copies of a selection of the thousands of
photographs in our collection. These can be viewed online at
http://usir.salford.ac.uk/view/archive_collections/WCML.html.

Events highlights

The third Frow Memorial Lecture, Dreamers of a New
Day, was given by Sheila Rowbotham.
In May, Islington Mill
was the venue for
Will Kaufman to
perform Woody
Guthrie: hard times
and hard travelling, a
live documentary
which set Guthrie’s
songs in the context
of 1930s America.
Will generously gave
his services free and
donated the
proceeds of £450 to
the Library

Later in May a Museums at Night-funded event was
held with photographer Simon Roberts, whose
presence the Library had won in a Culture24 online
contest with two other institutions, achieving 74% of the
votes cast. Simon filmed current radical activists
outlining their campaigns in the afternoon and spoke to
an evening meeting about his work.

‘Invisible Histories’ talks were held in the summer and autumn on topics
including radical gardening and the co-operative movement’s early use
of film. One of the talks, on American abolitionist leader Frederick
Douglass, also marked Black History Month.

In February, LGBT History Month was celebrated with a talk by Sonja Tiernan
on the remarkable partnership and campaigns of Eva Gore Booth and Esther
Roper, and in March, the Library’s International Women’s Day event highlighted
the plight of women at the margins of society with Livi Michael on the Pendle
witches and Ruth Eversley on present day asylum seekers.

